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Introduction
“You are the
power of Being.
Every one of the
brothers and
sisters activating
the bodies, and
the ones who
are unseen, are
of divine
Intelligence.”
Jeshua

Jeshua continues to teach us about the grid of Light. Obviously
it is very important that we get it. “There is no place where
there is not Intelligence.”
He gives us the steps to help us connect with the grid:
1. Take the deep breath, which brings you to a place of
bridging of physical with spirit.
2. Imagine how it feels to be part of the grid of Light of
divine Intelligence, connected to the planet itself.
3. Begin with willingness to allow yourself to plug in.
4. If you want a tangible touchstone, light a candle, expand
your sense of smell with a fragrance, play a musical tone.
5. Affirm “I am consciously plugging into the grid of Light,
the energy of divine wisdom all around and within me. I
am waking up to my feeling of divine power. I am
acknowledging the divinity of my being here and the
miracle of life itself.”
6. Go about your daily activities knowing that you are
plugged in, as if you are divine Intelligence, divine
Consciousness walking the face of our holy Mother, the
Earth.
7. Look for the good in everything. Call in the Divine
Intelligence of the grid. The grid of Light and “divine
Intelligence which you are has never wavered and never
left you.” Feel it and live it.
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Discussion Questions
Affirmation for
the Week:
“I am the creative
power, which has
brought forth
everything – and
I call it all good.”

• What passage in this chapter touches your heart? Your
mind? Your imagination?
• Jeshua once again challenges us to expand our consciousness
and “plug in”? He reminds us that there is more than just the
temporal power, worldly power that we think that we need
to defend. How does this Grid of Light help you with this
expansion?
• “You have a place in all that is going on and a purpose. You
have agreed to a divine purpose to bring about the
Awakening, to remember how it is to go in peace, how it is to
go in innocence.” Do you feel that connecting with the Grid
of Light will be empowering to this purpose? If so, how?

Assignments
1. Follow Jeshua’s instructions on plugging into the Grid of Light. Then
throughout the day remind yourself that you are plugged in. Use a
reminder device – perhaps your phone reminds you, or you place
affirmations in strategic places. Notice what is happening and how
you are feeling?
2. Remember that you are connected with Infinite Intelligence. When
you feel that you are “blocked” or “swimming upstream”, stop and
notice if you are feeling the connection. If not, reconnect
consciously, using whatever analogy works for you such as the plug
or a ray of light or putting down a root into the ground. Perhaps just
a deep breath and a prayer. Notice how it feels when you
reconnect. Journal about your experiences with these exercises.
3. Use one of the meditations from the Children of the Sun
Humanitarian Foundation, to focus on connecting to the Planetary
Crystalline Grid: https://childrenofthesun.org/onenesstransmissions/ I have found them to be very much in alignment with
Jeshua’s messages over the years.
4. Use this affirmation daily: “I easily connect with the Grid of Light
and use this power for the Awakening.” Enjoy!
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NOTES
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